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Abstract
We prove a local existence and uniqueness theorem for abstract; parabolic prob—

lems of the type fir = A3: + f(t,m) when the nonlinearity f satisfies certain critical
conditions. We apply this abstract result to the Navier-Stokes and Heat equations.

1 Introduction

In this paper we consider problems of the type

:i: : /l:r +f(t,:1:), I, > to
:1:(l,(,) = $0,

(1)

where the linear operator A : D(A) C X0 —+ X“ is a sectorial operator in the Banach
space X”. We will denote by X“, (r 2 (J the fractional power spaces associated to the
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operator A (see [HE], AM]) and by e’“ the analytic semigroup generated by A. Without
loss of generality we can assume that it is uniformly bounded, that is

(f’uxllxu S MHQJHXn, (I! Z O

(2)
HeMmHXu S Mt“‘"||m||x, (if 2 0.

In order to initiate the discussion let us consider for a moment that the map f is time
independent and to = 0. Therefore the problem above reads

rb=A$+f(:r), t>0
x(0) = x0.

(3)

It is well known now that ifthe map f : X' —> X”, for certain of > U, and it is Lipsehitz
on bounded sets of X', that is ”f(:1:) ~ f(jI/)| x" g C(l?,)||:i: ~ jl/“XI l'or ||:1:||_\-| , ”ii/“Xi g R,
then the problem (3) is locally well posed in X]. For each 3:0 6 X' one seeks fixed points
of the map T in the space K(T,//,) : {:l:('l,) 6 C([(),T],X'); :1:(()) = 3:0, ||:1:(I;)

||ffio||xl + u}, where T is given by
l,f~o(o,r,,\' I) S

(Tw)(t) = ammo + [O‘ e"("_s)f(a;(s))ds. (4)

The simple computations,

“(Tom — (Til/HUM! 5 he — -S')“’+”l|f(rn(s)) — f(.u<.s-)>||x~ds

S Cliht — s)“+"ll-’E(S) —.1/(S) x'ds S Chi“ ~ ~9)‘1+“ds Sllpogsgrlllfdfl — y(3)||x1}

and

x1 +1305 — 8)"1+“||f(-77(S))

X, + C 1505 — s)“~+“ds + C f0‘(t — S)“+"d~9 supogsg{llm(8)llx1}

(i/“fliqlllT-'L')(i)||xl S | Xods

S (i/‘LIL'O

together with the fact that ”(f/“(L'g' Xi tiO—i HmOIIXi, jg(t—s)‘l+”‘ds : t“]'01(1—s)“‘+“d3 —->

() as t —-> 0"‘, suggest that for u. > 0 fixed we can choose 7' > 0 small enough such that
T : K(T,/1,) —> [{(T,/1,) and that T is an strict contraction in K(T,/t). Once this is
accomplished, the Banach fixed point theorem takes care of the existence and uniqueness
of solutions of the integral equation. With some extra effort one can show that the solution
found is a solution of the (lifterential equation (3).

In the analysis above, the convergence of the improper integral [0] (1 ~ s)*‘+“ds, which
is equivalent to the fact that (y > U, is essential and the whole argument; breaks down
when (y, -_— (J. In other words, since A : X1 —> X”, the ("act that f : X' —> X" with (u > ()



means that the solutions of problem (3) can be obtained as perturbations of the solutions
of the linear problem 1b : Ax.

In this paper we address the question of local solvability of problem (1), (3) when
a = 0.

It is clear that if the only requirements on f is that f : X1 —> X 0 being locally
Lipschitz, it will be impossible to show that problem (3) is well posed. For example,
taking f(.7;) = —2A:r, which satisfies f : X' —> X" and is globally Lipschitz, we will have
:i: = Arr:+f(z) = —A.'r,, which is not locally well posed, in general (ifA = A then it = —A:1;

is the backwards heat equation). Hence, some extra conditions should be imposed on f
to guarantee the existence of solutions of the above problem.

in order to illustrate the main ideas and techniques contained in this paper let us
consider the particular example given by the equation,

at : Au, + u|u|”‘1, Q

u = (l 052 (5)
'll. 2 (0) : 11.0

where 52 is a bounded and smooth domain in IR3 and p > 1.

It is well known that the operator A can be regarded as an unbounded operator in
X" = H ‘“' ($2) with domain X1 : HJ ($2). Moreover, the fractional power spaces are given
by X" which satisfy the following embedding properties,

X“CH2°‘1(Q), 04> 1/2

Xé = L262), (6)

X” D [12""'(SZ), (r < 1/2

(see (HE, AM]).
If f(u) = ulrtlfl’l, then with some Sobolev embeddings and with (6), we can Show

that for 1 < p S 3, we have f : X1 E HMQ) ——> Xi 5 L2; for 4 < p _<_ 5 we have
f : X' 5 11,162) —> [IL-Ia c X—f Hence, for 1 < p < 5, f : X' -—> X" for some (2 > e.
For 1) z 5, f : X’ —) X‘J and we are in the critical case or = 0. But observe that for p = 5,
again with some some Sobolev embeddings and (6), we get that if 6 > 0 is small then
f : XH" —> X'r", while the linear operator A : X'“ —> X'. This means that, although A
and f can be regarded as of the same order in X‘, if we consider an slightly better space,
1 "4", then the map f regularizes more than A. Moreover, it can be seen that / satisfies,

:l\’l+e + ”71X5, S (r||71, —1)||X1+,( |u Liv”, +1) VH,“ 6 XML"||./'(“) - fl”)
l|./'l'“')ll,\"~ _<_ (1H11,||':’\.,,_,



in particular, this means that we can solve problem (5) with initial data in X'"'“‘.

lVIoreover, if we consider now a sequence of initial data 71,” e X14" with “n __> “0 E X'
in X', with the following computation,

t(”un(t)”Xl+c g t‘HeA‘un xi“ + t‘/()"(t — s)—I'M"||7i“(s)5l|,\—mds

r.

g t'||e’“"u,n||Xi-i-. + t“ “(if — .s-)*’+4‘s"‘r"(ls sup0<s<t{s‘ H‘ll,”(.‘w')||l\'l~l-r }"

and the fact that t“ emu” Xl+€
tiO—J; 0 uniformly on compacts of X' (see LemmaZ, below),

it is not difficult to see that if u, > (i is small enough, we can get a uniform time T] > 0,
independent of n such that t‘llun(t) X1+c S /.I, for all t 6 (0,7,] and all it.

But also, for 0 < t 3 T1, we have

i,"||un(t) — 'l.t,n(t)llxl+n S fine/“(um — um) I\'1+c

"ht! jii“ _ S)_I+4Cllu7l(s) F" 717110?) X""’ (1 + ll'“'n('5')llj1\’H--' + ll“'m(3) l}\’l+( his

S M 11,” —— “NH/y! + i’ [0/(/ — s)"' M'|]'1/,,L(s) — u,,L(s)H,\—|+f(is

+/i’lt‘ “(it — .s')"'+4's“'l‘||i1,,,,(s) — um(s) A'H-zd-S'

which implies that for some 0 < t S To 5 T1 we get

t‘||un(t) — u,n(t) thc S Cllun _ Unille'

'l‘his will allow us to go to the limit when 71, —> 00 and obtain solutions in the space
C([()T(,], X') 0 CW), TU], X'+‘) with initial conditions in X1.

2 Abstract Results

l\'lotivated by the discussion in the introduction, we define the concept of e-regular
solution and F-i'cg'ular map:

Definition 1 We say that fl; : [110,7] —> X1 is (m f—-7'egula,7' mild solution (e~soluti0n for
short) to (I) ile: 6 Cut”, T], X1) 0 C'((I,(,, T], XH"), and :::(t) .s'(1,ti.s'_/ies

*]

-I,

:1:(l,):(t"l(" War” «l—/ CA“ S)./'(.S',.‘IJ(S))(LS'. ( )
- in



Definition 2 For f 2 (l, we will say that a may g, is an r—reyular may relatioely to the
pair (X',X”), if there e:1;ist /) > 1, fy(e) with pa S ”y(r) < l and a constant e, such that
g : X"H —+ X7“) and

Kilt “l" ill/”(hilt +1) Va}, y G X”" (8)||.f1(frf)—a(i/) mm S c||:1; — y ,\’1+<( |m

Let us consider the following class of nonlinearities: with 6, p, ’y(F), 0, positive con—

stants, and 1/(t) with O S 1/(t) S (5 lim,,_,(,+ r/(t) : 0, define 7: :: f(r,/),fy(f),c, 1/(-)) as
the family of functions f such that for t > 0 f(t, -) is an e-regular map relative to the pair
(Xl , X“), satisfying:

||f(t,-'L‘) — f(t,i/)||xv<r-> S CI I — if x1+r( Iflf Cir—Ii“ + IIU 51711. + I/(t)f"”("+") (9)

||f(t,-r)||xw) S Chi-"El Kw + ”(W/"WU. (10)
for all 173, y 6 XH".

Without loss of generality we can assume that the function r/(t) is non-decreasing.

In most cases in the argument below we will fix the parameters 6, p, fy(e) and c, and
we will denote the class 7: defined above by f(r/(-)).

Let fly/f be such that the following" holds,
t"""“fl e"".«1;||,\r1+(. g MHz-”Xi, 0 5 e 5 1+ (1 5 2.

With these definitions we have the following

Theorem 1 Let f E f(r,/), fy(e),e, 1/(~)). Ifyo e X] there exist r > 0, and 7-0 > 0 with
the property that for any rm, 6 13,\—1(y(),r) there exists a continuous function :1;(-,:1;0) :

[0, Tu] ——> X], with a;(()) : re”, which is the unique e—regular mild solution starting at $0
of the problem

ri: : Art: + f(t,.7:), t > 0

:1:(()) 21:0.
(11)

This solution satisfies

(1:6 C"(((),r”],,\’""0), e g a < W)
t0||.7:(t, flf())||l\'l+fl —> t), as t —> 0, (l < 9 < 'y(e)

ll/Ioreooer, if r“, z” 6 Bxi (yn, r) the following holds

l,()|lfl,'(l,,.’lf()) — fl,'(lf, Z())||‘\'l—HI S Cdllflfn — 201 x], Vi 6 [0,7-01, () S 0 S 00 < 7(C)

Also, if file) > pf, then r can be chosen arbitrarily large. That is, the time of existence
is uniform on hounded sets of X'.

Ift —> ,/'(t,:rr), as a map from (0, 00) to X7“), is locally Holder continuous, uniformlji/
on hountlerl sets off]: 6 X” 70), then a: G (L"(((),TU],1\'7(‘))flC/(((),TULX' MM), an(l:1:(-,:1:U)
is an strict solution of (I I).

The constants ahooe depend on the jollowing: To z T()(?/(), /l,1/(-),r,/),'y(e),(', ill), 1" :
7-(7/0’ (7 f); p/(()7 (ii A1); C" : C/’(()07(1/)7AI‘((), All



Before we prove this theorem we will need some lemmas.

Lemma 1 The operators t”e‘/“' : Xl —) X”“, t > 0, are bounded linear operators
satisfying ||t”e""“||,l(l\—1“yr-H.) 5 M, with M independent of t. Moreover given a, compact
subset J of X] we have

lim sup Ht” e A‘a:||X1-1-.. I 0.
t—M0

Proof: The fact that ||1iQe—ALIlII(/\’1,Xl+n) g M is standard and can be found, for example,
in [HE]. For the remaining part we proceed as follows.

Given 7) > 0 there are I],- --,:1:,, in J such that J C UQLIBx—umrhn). Since X'Jr” is
dense in X], there are 11], - - -

, y” in X’“ such that J C UZLI [3X1 (31/77, 271). Then, we have

||t”e_’”.7;||xn+n S ||t”e_"l"(m —— yi) /\v]+n “l" llflf'HM/lIyiH/V1+”

for 73 such that .'1: E BXI (1/1, 277). Therefore

||t"e“’“:1:|)l\»1+n S ll/]||(:1: —11/,<) A" + (”Mllyillan

g 21W?) + t”M IllaX15i5” ”yin‘yl-l-u.

Thus
Alllim sup sup l|t“e

1,—>0"' 11:61
X 1+" < 2047],

since 7] > 0 is arbitrary, we have proved the lemma.

Let us recall the delinition ol' the beta function B(-,-) : (0,00) >< (0,00) —> (0,00),
which is

~1

B(u,,h) : / (1 — :1:)"“":1:”" (1:1:.
(1

Define

Bf):11111X{B(7(f),1—'1(f)),13( (f) 1~/)(l B(16—() 51—7('))B(7(F) —€,1—PF)}~
Uffffl

Lemma 2 Let f E 7:(1/(-)). [far G C(((), r], X'“), then for (1.110 S 0 < fie), we have

1,”||/W */'(.s-.r())(1s~||\n,,<(uBf’e/(1)+17<(>—f"[/\(1)]fl) e<1~< T__ 7

'111h.e‘1'e/\(t) z: SllpsngMS' llf’f(5')ll.\"+' }.



Proof. It is not difficult to see that the following holds,

to II life/1“ S J‘-(91-7J(S)) , 16W“-6‘)"’”“’””||./'(81fli(fl))|l,\w<r1d~9

<1M1011111— .)—-1+1<c> ”e(sit-“0+liaisiuiu-Jris

S (er/Ul IU‘I,—( 5) WW) 0 5—7“ (15' —:|—(MI,” /(,(l — 5')""l’7(‘)""'.5'“"”‘[5"||:1:(5')||,\>|-|-1l”(15‘

5cM1/()1;l(1—~9)W" 1ngwe 1.1”W<1— s)W”W1
: cll-lBfli/(t) + t7(‘)_”‘[/\(t)]”],

from where the lemma follows.

Lemma 3 Let f E f(1/(~)) (1,71,1/,:1:,7/ 6 C(((),T],X'+’) such. that 1,‘||:1:(t)||‘_\'u« S /1,,

f,’||;1/(I,)Hl\'|-i-. S /1,, for some /1, > 0. Then, for all (J S 0 < ’)’(6), we have

1 11 ("MN-1Mu s 1( —1<s 11(91.1111qu < no 23115513) —y<s>

where
m1) = cMB? [1/(1) + ted—”Emifl-‘l .

Proof: Using“ the r— regularity property of f we have that

”Ill“" "A““l./(8 :1:5()l— ./(-s:-1/('))l(l~9||1\'1+1

Sf1”Jar/Wt— ) '”"‘” ”'||-"f( — W1||\1+«(1/(t)s“7(()“+||-'ff(8)|’,'\3i +ll11(5f’)||\11+1)d8

S (rilltoi/(t) “(I — 5)“l'Hl’l"”5”7('l5"Hm(5-) — fl/(SHle-l-rdS'l‘

ell/11,014“!—5-)"""7l’)’"05~"”'[(5‘||:1:(5')||4\rii..)”" + (HIHZI/(.S')||/\'l~l<1)Ir—I] 5"||:1:(5) — 1/(5)||\—-u(1’s

: la“) Hll]))G[U'TJ{S'||.’I,'(.S') — 1/(5S)” \ ll }

Proof of Theorem 1: W2 will divide the proof in two parts, existence and uniqueness.

Existence. Define /1, by
1

11llB’/1” ': —
‘SI

\1



Let us choose now 1' : 7'(/1., M) > U such that

IL 1

r : ——- = ———— 12
4M 4M(80MB§)I71_1

I I

Also, for 7/0 fixed, choose To = T0(y0, A,/1,, 1/( ), e ,7/),7(;( ),c,1\1)€€(0, 1] such that 1/(t) <
(5 for t 6 (”Jul and

”fire—MyOHXW < Ii’ 0 g t g T“,
(JVMBE : min{14—,—4

Notice that these choices imply that l"((!,) g 5 [or I, E (l), I).
Since we will be looking for solutions which regularize innnediately we search [or

solutions in

(13)

K(”To ——{r1; 6 C’( (,() To], YII“) : sup t‘||:i:(t)|lt\-1+, g It},
lE((J,T()]

with the norm
ll"llK(To): SUP 7I'-’L||(fl

telom
,\1+r-

Consider a)” E X1 with ”3:0 — yo||,\—1 < 7', f 6 f((5) and on [((To) define the map
4,

(T:1:)(I,) : (f’II‘:1:0 + / c’III’M'II/Is,n;(s))(lst
. 0

We will show that, for all $0 6 B/\'1(y0,1'), T takes [((To) into itself and that T is a strict
contraction in [firms-0).

Let us first prove that T is a well defined map and that T(K(T(,)) C [((TU). We start
showing the following,

il'11: G [((TU) then 7':1:€ (/I((ll,T()I,1YIIII), V0 6 [(l,7(()). (M)

Fix [2 G (0, Tu] and let T” Z l] > [2; then, for (l g 0 < 7((—), we have:

(T:1;)(t|) — (T:1;)(f,2)||I\-1+0 g “(c—"II" — c‘AI” ):;10|I\1+e + ”I,III (i III‘"'.‘)f(5, fl;s())(.ls||\1+9

+||u — e A“!£2 1 t“!we ”ft? 1< >>ds||x1+t

In the above, the first and third term trivially go to zero when t. —> tz. Let us consider
the second term. For that we have

”II; ("III' “I/Is,:1:(s))(/sI|l\»nin < (If) /\l(/,, — s) I'VI‘) II (ds “I' IMI HM s)I|II\.,,,)(lg

g (‘1l1(5I,I2'(l, — s)"I"I7“I'IIsJ'I’hl/s + crl] III; (11 —s)"""7(‘l‘”s""(.9‘||:1:(S)||X1+z)”ds

ltg allot?” ”a“ — .s)"' "IIIIM” ).(II,9 + (Ill/Wt“) IIUIII I). (l —s)‘1+7(6)“05“”‘ds.



Which goes to zero as t, —> L}. The case t] < tz is similar.
Let us now show that t’||:1:(t) A'H-r S /1,, for all t E (0, Tel l“ MC"

t‘ ||(T.7:)(t)||1\rr+r S ”ff/”21:0 X1+< + cth‘ ”(If — s)"+7(’)“(55‘7l‘) + ||:1;|f’\,1+()ds

S ||t'-e“’“:r,(,||,\-1+v + ciVIt‘rSfJU — s)"+7l‘)_"s‘“’(‘)ds

+c1l1t‘[GLU—3)”+7l‘)"‘.s“f’f(s‘||x||X1+c)”d3

S Ilt‘r¢“““’:r,0||xr+r + cMéBfi + cMBfi/r”

S Mr + ||t‘e“’“;1/(,||XH-. + eMBfifi + ell/IBf/l,” S /1,.

This shows that T takes K(T0) into itself.

The next step is to prove that the map T is a contraction from INTO) into itself.
It follows from Lemma 3, by taking 9 : e, that T is a strict contraction in K(T0) and

that
1 r1

J

|7 (III) —1(:l/)ll1\'fTo) S fill”: _ lull/"(Tot

liy the Banach contraction principle we have that T has a unique fixed point in K(T0).
We will denote this fixed point by X(t, 3:0) which is defined for ||x0~yo X1 < 7‘, 0 S t S To.

Note that, from (14) X(~,:1:0) 6 C(((), To], X1”), for all 0 S 9 < 'y(e).
Let us prove that t0||X(t,.1:0) X1+0 ——> 0 as t —> 0 for all 0 < 0 < 7(6).
From Lemma ‘2

i\'(l,,:1:(,)i,” ce"ll"“5)f(s, X(s,.1:0)), -r
X1+0 S t” e‘“:1;0||1\—i+o +1501“ X1+9ds

S l,”||e"“:1:(,||,\-r u; + (fMBfI/(t) + (rll/[Bf/l,”_l s11])(,<.ggl{t‘||i‘((t, m0)

Wherefore if U : f we have

I,’
1

X(t,:l:(,)||,\»r+. S t' (f’anrUH/sz + (Ill/[BZI/(t) +5 sup {t'||X(t,:z:0)||d\'r+(}
()<sSt

from where we obtain

snp {t’l|,\'(t,:r:(,)||,\-r+l S (i,(||e“”r1:(,||_\rn+r +(rMBfi1/(t)) —> () as t —> 0
”(sSt

NJICO

ll" () < 0 < 70), from the above expressions we also olrtain ”HAY“,Jlf(,)||4\-|-|~-fl —) () as
I. _,> 0.

Let us prove now that
lim ||,r\'(t,:r:(,) —— :I:(,||X| : ()
1—70“

9



ln fact, from Lemma ‘2

||X(t,:1:0) —:1;0 x1 +15 ||cA("‘”)_/'(s,X(s,:1;0))X. S ”ammo — {1:0 X] (18

A
X1 + cll4B((l/(t) +[suli)0<sgf.{t(||X(t,:1,'(,)er+c}]”) 1:2; 0,S 6 two — $0

With all these we have that X(t,m0) is an e—regular solution starting at 370 and it is
the unique (z-i'egular solution starting at IL'O, in the set K(T(,). We will hereafter call it the
K—solution starting at 3:0.

l\'lor(—:over, if 11:0, 20 E er (yo, 7"), taking into account the estimates ol~ Lemma 3, and
our choice of T”, we have

tOII‘YU, 1130) —‘ 1¥(t, Z”) xl+9

gt” e’”(:l;0 — 7:0) X1+9 + 15010! ||6A(t_sl[f(s, X(s,:1;0)) — f(s,X(s,zo))]||,\—r+ods

S 1l’1HIL'U '— Z” IX. + F0(t) 5111196“,ny .s“||X(s, $0) — X(s, Zo)l|/\’1+L.

(15)
For () —_— ( we get

i
1

t'llX(t,.’1:0)—~ /Y(t,250)||1\'l+r S ll/IHZL'Q — 20 /\'l “i‘ 5 SUI) -5'(||1Y(S,.'L'0)— 1¥(8, Z0)
SE[0,7—'()]

X1+c

which implies
I,’||1Y(f,,flf()) — 4Y(t, 20) xl+z S 2A/[HIL'0 — 20

for (J S 9 5 00 < 7(e) we have from (15) that
X],

f,” Ar“, ill“) __ zYU, Z())“l\'l+fl S Il/jllfllo — ZU Xi +l10(t)2ll/[||:1:0 — 20 XI S C’(00)||1L'() — ZU X].

where CM“) : [WU + 2sup{l'0({,); 1,6 [0, To], () 3 (J g (fol)
This concludes the existence part of the theorem,

Uniqueness. Notice that from the existence part we have that for any 3:0 6 er(;1/0,7')
and for any f 6 f(l/(-)) there exists a unique K-solution defined in [(), T0], of the problem

ri: : An: + f(t, m)
:1:(()) : 51:0

(16)

To stress the dependence of the K—solution on f we will denote it by Xf(t,:1:0).
Consider the l'(')llo\vinp,'

Lemma 4 If (Mt) ts (m prey/11,101" solution 1171, [(l, to] of (16) (1,7L(lt‘||(/S(t)||xn+( —> 0 ast —> 0,
Hum, (Mt) : XI“: m“) for all 0 3 i, S lllill{7‘(,, 1,0}

10



Proof. It is clear that d) E K(%) for certain % S TU small. Since we also have Xf(-,.1:0) 6
KW) and both 1/1 and Xf(-,I11) are solutions of the integral equation we get Xf(t,.1:0) :
d)(t) for all 0 S t S 1”. With an standard continuation argument. it is easy to see that we
must have Xf(t,:1;0) : (Mt) for all 0 S t S Inin{t0, To}. This concludes the proof of the
lemma.

Lemma 5 [ff 6 f(1/(--)) then f,, E f(1/(,(- )) for all a 2 (l, where f,,,(t,.1:) E f(t + a,.1:)
and I/a(t)_— 1/(t-1— a)(t/t + a)(C) S 1/(t + a) Moreover, there exists 11.0 > 0, small, such
that for all a 6 [11,110] the time of existence T0((1) given by (13) can be chosen independent
of a.

Proof. The first part of the lemma is trivial.
For the second one we just need to observe that if 1/(t) < (5 for t 6 [(J, T()] then, for a

small, we will also have 1/(t + a) < 15 for t E [0, T0].

Following similar ideas as in [BC], we can prove now the uniqueness of e—regular
solutions.

Let (Mt), () S t S to, be an f—regular solution starting in $0 6 BX1(1J0,1'). From the fact
that d) E C'([(), to], X’) we have that there exists a (l < an S to such that d)(a) 6 B/\'1(?/11,1‘).
Notice that d),,(-) E d)(a + ) G C'([(),t0 — a],X”’“), and therefore t’||¢,,,(t) X1+f —% 0 as
t ——> U. l\rloreover, 1/1“ is an c—regular mild solution of

1; z ArI: + M1, 17)
. H

:1:((l) : (/)(a)
(1 {)

l’rom Lemma 5 and the results of the existence part we have that there exists a unique
K—solution of problem (17), Xfa(t, d)(a)), defined in [0,70]. Moreover, from Lemma 4, we
get Xfu(t, 1/1(a)) : d),,(t) for all 0 S t S min{To, to — a}, for all 0 < a S 110. In particular
this implies that without loss of generality we can assume that to 2 To, since if this in
not the case we can define (l)(t) : (/)(t) for (l S t S to and (at) = XL,” (t — ao,(/)(a0)) for
to S t S T1), and from the results above (13 is also an e-regular solution starting at $0.

In vice of the definition of K- solution, the only thing we need to Show is that
t’ ”(Mt )||\»11. S // lOI all t) < t <__.T() But, for (l < a < (10,

finite) 11,1011) xH-f S t‘ll</)(t) — 1/>(t+a)

For () < t S 7-0 fixed letting a —> (l “e have that t‘||q$(t) — 115(t+ a) X1+e —+ (l, which
implites that t ||(/)(I)||\r1+. S /1 [or all t 6((0, To]. l'his concludes the uniqueness part of
the theorem.

XH" S t'llflf'l —(/’(t+”/)ll,\'1+1 +5 z X1+< + /,1,

For the1case “here 71(r() > /)6 we proceed as follows. Let us define y(t)z:1:(at,) for
some a < l. lhe equation lo1 1/ is 1/—~— A1] + l/(t,1/) wheie f(t, m1)“— (If (at, a“), A : aA.
l\I1111,ov131

, notice that :r(t) is a solution oi the o1iginal equation in (0,10], if and only if

11



1/(t), t 6 [item] is a solution of the new equation. For this new equation, applying the
existence part of the theorem, we will have a positive number f such that the. conclusions
of the theorem are valid. Notice that from (12), we will have that

_
1

4M(85MB§)71“1
f

Where 126 and M are constants related to the new equations. Let us relate 126, M with
1', c and M. Note that

tf'77fl||((ll/l)”(3”'/llllXU Z(L/l((11f')"ll/lfl(-1AIllllX” S fl’1(l,“| ill/illJH/ye : M||((1,/l)“:1:||lyu,

which implies that ll?! : M. To see that f; = (L7(')“”"H"‘c observe that

||(a/l)"’l‘lf(t,y) X0 =m<c>+1||m<<> fem) [YO

S {L7(()+1—n(1+c)c (”mod/«HQ(um—ye) + ||((1,A)H"y||f'\,0)

S (1,7(‘H'1—"(1'ch(1/(at)(at)_7(‘) + ||((1,A)l+6.7/llii'0)

S ,,,1(:)-1~1-—p(|-1-')(: (pun-47m + ll((1./l)""‘y||’;,0)

where 17(t) : 14110077"). The computations with the Lipschitz properties of f are similar.
From this we have that

1 fit—‘r(()+lf:_~r L =1'a,fl-1
4M(86MB§)n—1

This implies that it ||o,/l(1/o — :1:,,)|| < 1"' there. exists a $0 such that the solution of :i: :
~ ~ . . ~ , ‘ . . . ~~ e)
/l:7: + f(t,:7:) starting in 7:1, is defined in [0,711]. lhereiore, ll ||/l(;1/(,—:1:(,)l| < m, v—il then
:i: : flit: + f(t,:1:) has the solution a:(t,.’r,(,) :.7:(,1 1:0) defined in [0,(fi’0l. Since a can be,.
chosen arbitrarily small and e/(c) > pr we have that solutions have a common interval of
existence on bounded subsets of X'.

Finally, il't —> h/‘(t,:1;) is locally l'lolder continuous for t > t), uniformly on bounded
sets of X'“, using standard regularit‘.)r arguments, see for example [HE], we obtain the
regularity stated in the theorem.

This concludes the proof ol’ the theorenr

l’rom 'l.lheorem l we have the. l'ollowing

Corollary 1 If f 12s as 1111, Theorem. I (11111 1/ K 11s (1, p1'erzo1n,pu.(:t set 1311, X', then, there
wrists a, T1) : T(K) such, that the c~1'e‘(/11,lu.7' solution, starting at 3:0 exists for time To for
(1.11.11 in, E K

12



Proof. From 'l"heorel‘n l, for any y” G If E Cl(K) there exists a My“) and a r(y0)
such that for any 3:0 6 X1 with ”7:0 — y“ x1 < 7'(jl/()) the unique f—regular solution
exists in [(),T(y0)]. From compactness of R we can choose jl/l, - - Hy” E I? such that
K C UBXI (yi,r(_1/,;)). Choosing To = min{r(yi) : 1 S i S n} we prove the corollary.

With this corollary it is not difficult to prove a result on the maximal time of existence
of c—regular solutions,

Proposition 1 If f is as in Theorem 1 and :1:(t,:1:(,) is an c—regular solution starting at 51:0

with a maximal time of existence rm, then either rm : 00 or limb”; ||r1;(t,r1:0)||,\»i+f : 00.

Proof. Assume rm < 00 and also that lim mil—w; ”(I)“,ffio) A“, = M < 00. This means
that there exists a sequence of t" —> n; such that llfli(t,L,flf(J)||_\'l+r S 21W for all n. This
implies that the sequence {a:(t,,,,:1:0)},,FN is a hounded sequence in XH" and therefore a

.
- 1 fl. .

-
. .

- -

precompact sequence in X . l'iom the piewous corollary and the umqueness ol c—regular
solution we obtain the result of the proposition.

In many applications the map f is independent of time. In this respect we have the
following results:

Corollary 2 Assume that f is independent of time and that it is an f—regular map, for
some 6 > (J. Then, if y” 6 A", there erist r = My“) > (i and To : TOO/0) > () such that
for an, G X] with ”fr” — 7/0 X: < r there errists a continuous function a: : [0,7'0] ——) X‘,
with :r:(()) z m”, which is the unique (—re.qular mild solution to (7) starting at m”. This
solution satisfies

i”| .’L'(li,.7f()) /\'l+fl —) 0, (13 t A U, (l < 9 S 6

Moreover, if r“, z” E an (gr/U, r) the following holds

t”Ha:(t,a:(,) — :1;(t,zo)||,\'i+v S 21ld| 1120 — ZONE", Vt E [(),T()], 0 S 9 S 6.

Also, if f/(r) ‘/ pr, then T” can be chosen uniform on hounded sets of X '. l7‘li7'lhernioiie,
a: E (l' (((), TU], X7“) fl (J(((J, TO], K" I7M), that is, :1:(-,:1:(,) is an strict solution of (3’).

In the autonomous case, it is often the case were the map f is an c—regular map for
a range of values of the parameter (-,. in this direction we have the following,

Corollary 3 If f is an f—rey/ular map for all 6 G (rumll then if we denote by a:,(t,:z:0)
the unique (-—'I’(:_(]'Itl(l,’l' solution starting at r”, for (- 6 (60,611, then :l:, s m” and a: 6
can,r],,\"+r(")).

13



If f a is time independent map which is e—regular map in an interval 1. We classily
the map in the following way:

0 If' I = [(l,e,] for some 6] > U and 'y(0) > (J. We say that f is a subcritical map
relative to (X1, X0).

0 If I : [(l,cl] for some 61 > 0 and 7(f)) = (l, and f is not subcritical; then, we say
that f is a critical map relative to (X1, X0).

0 If" I = (f), 61] for some 6] > 0 and f is not subcritical or critical; then, we say that f
is a double—critical map relative to (X‘, X“).

0 If I : [ohm] for some 61 > 60 > U with 7/(60) > p60 and f is not subcritical,
critical or double critical; then, we say that f is an pseudo—Sirbcritical map relative
to crux“).

0 If' I : [em 61] for some 61 > (0 > 0 and f is not subcritical, critical, double critical or
pseiulo—subcritical; then, we say that f is an ultra—critical map relative to (XI,X0).

Note that if' f is subcritical then f : X' —> XW’), 'y(()) > (l, which is the usual
definition of' subcritical map. When f is a critical map it takes X1 into X0 but there
is no positive constant a such that f takes X1 into X“. When f is double-critical (this
name first appears in [BC]) it is not defined as a map from X1 into X0 but it is e—regular
f'or arbitrarily small positive values of F. When f is pseudo-subcritical or ultra—critical
is not a well defined map in X‘“ for small values of e > 0, and it is only an e—regular
map when ( 2 r” > 0, for some Ff). The main difference between pseudo—Si1bcritical and
ultra-critical maps is that for the first one the time of existence of the solution can be
chosen uniformly on bounded sets of' X', while for the last one this is still an unknown
property.

3 Applications:

It is clear from the results in the previous section that for a given problem rt 2
A11: + fft,:i;), where A is a sectorial operator with fractional powers X“, or 6 IR, we
need to identify these fractional powers spaces and to study the f—regularity properties
of' the map f. This last part is usually a consequence of standard techniques involving"
Sobolev embeddings. In this way the local existence of solutions for this problem is
reduced to a good knowledge of the linear operator A. In the following“ examples we
show how this technique simplifies considerably the study of local existence in parabolic
equations and Navier-Stokes equations with critically growing nonlinearities as seen in

[Klfl ffK, BC, WI, W2].
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In this section we will constantly use certain well known Sobolev embeddings that we
summarize as:

l/V"””(S2) C W‘W’zm), if A; — ”L1 2 iii — 515, 1<p1 g [72 < oo

_
(18)

W’HSZ) C C”(S2), if l— g > 77 > O

with continuous embeddings.

3.1 Navier—Stokes Equations:

Consider the N—dimensional Navier-Stokes system; that is, if S2 C IRN, is a bounded
smooth domain,

at : Au — Vp—l—g — (u ~ V)u, 51:65)

divu : 0,1: 6 £2 (19)

11, : (l, :1: 6 0S)

where u G IRN is the velocity field, 7) is the pressure and g is the external force.
It is an standard procedure to set this problem in an abstract context by using the

orthogonal projection P : L2(Q, IRN) —> H where H is the closure of {u E CQ(Q,IRN) :

(livu : 0, u - 71, : O} in L2(S2, IRN). In this way the problem becomes

u : Au + [(u) + h,(t) (20)

where A : D(A) C H A H, D(A) : H2(Q,IRN) F) V, V : {71,6 ]{(l(Q,IRN):diV1t : 0},
/l 7: PA and ,/'('u,) -_: —P(u-V)u and 11, : Pg. The operator A is self-adjoint and positive,
and its l'ractional power spaces that we denote by E”, (y > 0.

In their very nice papers [KR FK], Fujita and Kato search for the largest fractional
power space in which a local-existence and uniqueness theorem for the problem (20)
can be proved, for N : .3. They arrive. at the following result: If no G D(Ai) and
||h,(t)||,, : obi—i), then there is a T > 0 and a curve u(t) such that

w, : [0,T] —) H is continuous and n.(()) : 11,0;

0 Ail/(t) is continuous in 11 for i, E (l),']'] and limHm ti illiu(t)||,, : (l;

o Air/(l) is continuous in H for t E ((J,T] and limH0+ tl§||Aiu(t)|l” : U;

o ”(t) satisfies the integral equation 7 for t E [0,T];



c If It is locally Holder continuous in (0,Tl, then 71, : (ll,T] —> H is continuously
differentiable and satisfies 20.

o The solution found is unique in the class of functions satisfying the first four prop-
erties above.

We will show that this result can be easily obtained (in a even more general form) from
the results in the previous section. Moreover we will obtain uniqueness of local—solutions
for this problem in a larger class of functions.

The operator A has an associated scale of Banach Spaces E”, a 6 IR, satisfying
E0 = H and E“ H W202, a 2 0. From this and the continuity of the projection
P : L”(Q, IRN) —> L701, 1 < p < 00 we obtain the following embeddings

F c—> LZGLIRN) q g ’{{V
N 41!

a > (J

——(_r r’ N 2NE HLé(S2,]R, )q12m
where LZ is the closure of {H G C2(SZ,IRN) : (livu —:_ 0,11, - 71, : 0} in L"(S2,IRN).
The realization of A in E" (denoted by A“) is an isornetry from E‘¥+1 into E“ and
A“ : D(A,,) = E‘”H C E“ —) E“ is a sectorial operator. Furthermore, D045) : Ea”.

Denote by X“ := E°"%, a 6 IR and by A : X1 C X0 —> X0 the operator A_ g.
4

Lemma 6 For N : 3, the nonlinearity f in (20) is (m f—reqular map relatively to
(X', X”), for (l < f, S 5.177, this case p = 2 and fy(e) : 26.

Proof: If (J S 6 S 2, then
(i

F3 <—> X'Z‘. (21)

From this we have that

||P(u - V)u|]/\'2. S c||P(u - V)u||hc§n S c||(u ‘ V)u||LF«R7

S (:l|7_L||U_i__g§7,||Vu||erErv

choosing 7' = 3T“ and 7" : FM 7 l l | a

1-21 2‘2, m. have that

||P<u - View s (rulings nwnbfi s «nus-w,-

Similarly we obtain that

||P(u ' V)”, ~ PM) - V)v||X-z. S all“, —7)||,\'1+'(1+l|“ XH' +||71 Xi+r).

16



This concludes the proof of the lemma.

The fact that (21) does not hold for e : () indicates that the map f(u) : P(u - V)u is
a double critical map.

It is clear from the previous lemrna that the following holds.

Lemma 7 If the forcing It goes from (0,T] to X7“), for some 6 E (0, g], and satisfies
||h(t)||X7(<) S 1/(t)t‘2‘, where O S 1/(t) 5 (5, 1/(t) —> O as t ——> 0+, then f(u) + h(t) e 7505).

From the Theorem 1 and the above lemmas we have that

Theorem 2 If there exists an e E (0, 3] such that h : ((),T] ——> X2‘ and t2‘||h(t) XW) :00); then, for any uo E X], the problem (20) has a unique e—regular solution starting in
uo. Moreover this solution satisfies t0]]u(t, u0)]|X1+e ~—> O, \7’ 0 < 9 _<_ e.

Corollary 4 (Fujita & Kato) Ifh : ((),T] —> Xi = H and satisfies t%||h(t)||,, = 0(1);
then, for any u” 6 X1 : D(/li), the problem (20) has a unique g—regular solution starting
in u“. Moreover this solution satisfies t"||u(t,u0) X1“; —) 0, V (l < t) 3 g. In particular
for 0 z ] and l) = 5 we have that

lim¢_,(,+ i%||A%aa)||,, : o

lirnHO+ ti ||A%u(t)||11 : 0

3.2 Heat Equations — Ifl Theory

There is a sequence of very interesting papers [VVL W2, BC] that study in the spaces
L”(§2) the model equation

ut : Au + u|u|f"1, a: E Q

(22)
u = O, a: E BQ

where (2 C IRN is a hounded smooth domain. The aim is to establish for each value
of q the largest value of p for which one may have existence and (maybe) uniqueness of
solutions for (22).

In this section we show that most of the results in [VVL W2, BC] can be easily obtained
from the results in Section 2. The basic results obtained in [WL W2, BC] are the following

17



Theorem 3 (Brezis 85 Cazenéve) Assume that q > Nmlel and q 2 1 (resp. (1 z
N(’-—',——_”) and (1 > 1), N > 1. Given any 710 e L”(Q) there e.7:ist a time T : T(71(,) > 0 and
a unique function 71 E C'(([O, T], L"(Sl)) with 71,(() )—— 770 which is a classical solution of (22)
on (O, T) x Q in the sense that u is C1 in t E (0, t) and (72 in .7; E Q. Moreover, we have:

0 ||u(t) — 71(t )||L7,(Q) + t2N7 ||u( t)— 71(t), )< C||710 _7I0||L11(Q)

for all t E (0,T] )777he7e T—— 171771{T(710),)(710)} and C can be estimated in terms of
”U0 mo) and ”Will/452)

N
o 1imH0+tflllflfiflltwm) : 0'

Furthermore the time T can be chosen uniformly in compact subsets of L"(Q).

The operator L = A (or in general a second order elliptic differential operator), can
be seen as an unbounded operator in LT’(Q, IR") for 1 < 77 < 00 with domain contained in
WM“) IR”). Following [AM], L has an associated scale of Banach Spaces E73”, (17 6 IR,
satisfying E”: L”(S2 IR“) and

E; c WWQJR")
a > 0

137—173 pv— 2n,p(Q IR”) : (l’l/2H‘I)I(Q,IR.“))I

with c,onlinuous e7 nhedding‘s, in such 71 way that the 7e7ili7alion of L771 E]? (denoted by
L”) is an lSOIIlOlIV from E‘j“ into E" and such that La :D(La )= E3“ C EI‘,‘ —> E]? is
71se7tonal operator Furthermore, D(LZ)— E‘Hfl

Denote by X; 1: E5“, oz 6 IR and by An : X; C X]? —> X]? the operator L_1.
l\/loreover the fractional power spaces associated to A7, satisfy,

XL” c I/V2"‘2”'(Q,IR")1 07 > 1

1X; 2 L’)(§27 m“)7 (23)

X72" D l/l/’z““21”(SZ,IR“), (7 < 1

with continuous embeddings.
If we consider f : ]R —> IR given by f(u) : u|u|”‘1, or in general f satisfying

|f(71.) —— f(71)| g cln — 77|(lu|”“ + |71|”" + 1)7 we have the following,

Lemma 8 (Critical Nonlinearities) [fl < 7, < 00 7771717771 = M7742 1777777,

o I/ q > %, then j is an f—rcgular may) relative to (Kt/“Xi” for (l : (”(q) S F <
N I ‘

J ' )
.

"1
. ‘

I h A. l
.

N-727,‘ Ihcicjorc j is a critical map.
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o Ifq : NfijJIlien /' is (111, c—regular 711117) relative to (X' X?) for 1) : 60(([) < 6 <q"
N—N~—+2q .Tlieiefme, f is (1 double— critical map.

0 [fl < q < NIX—2, then, f is an Ive—regular map relative to (XJHX’S) for O < 60(q) < 6 <
Nf'zq for (1,01): N +2” (1 — %(1 ~ —)) > 1) There 11771, f is (171, “lint-critical map.

Proof. Just use Soholov embeddings and (23).

Now it is clear that applying Theorem 1, for each 110 E L”(SZ)Vwe have the existence of
a uniquoe6'1—1(gula1 solution 01 the above p1oblem, sta1t1ng, at 110, 101 any 6 e (6001), m).
Mowover, 101 any 0 < 9 < fy(—N-— ) z 1, this solution satisfiesN+2q

Nine) X1+0 —> 0, as t——) 0+

1,0”7I,(I,, 71.0) — '11,(I.,'11(,)

ln 1articular sincc X' : L”(SZ , we rot that X""” <—> Ill/20)” C L” for ') : —N—q— 1h(1,11l ’ I] L) I N...00,7,
taking I) close enough to l, and taking into account that LV—I'Vi’i < —L—N/‘i'2q, we have that

2
711, > 111ax{~’\i%—’1,q}, such that

xl-l-I) S (JHUO — ”OH/1”, (J < i < T('It(),'1)()).

1&(1_11 ,, ||u< 1 [14110 —> 0, as t —> O+

(24)
fl 1_L11 (q 1)u)||'11,(t,'11,”) —'11,(I,,'11(,)|l,l,.,, S CHM” — 11“ 1/1, 1) < I; < 'r('11,0,71(,).

Now it is possible to apply a bootstrap argunmnt to show that in fact
N
m||11(/,)“,,m —>o as 1 411+

(25)
I%||'11,(I,11,n) —— 71,(,, 1,11, (l < t < T(1l,(), 110).

For this lot 11s show the following lemma:

Lemma 9 There (ifl:i.S'tS (1, 1} > 1) 51111111 enough sac/1 that if p 2 710, than

N J

,—<£— ><1,V1)21)o.2 71 71+ 1/

Proof: Note that
N [1 1 (1 N l 1 (1 N 1 1

— -— :—+— —— <—+— —— .
‘2 1) 1) + 71 1) 2 1) 1) + 11 1)“ 2 1) 1) + )1

7

Choose 1; small so that % (717 — 71,71) < 1 — —"—, 101 all p__> 110. This moves the 1esult

The next is to use an induction argument as follows:

11)



Lemma 10 Let 7) (1nd 7)“ be (1.9 (11101111 (17111 define the sequence 7)" 11:1} 7),,,_,_1 : p” + 7}.

1f
N
116—17)1111111111111» —> (1 11.1- 1, —> (1+

than
N1,7(77) |l11(t)llllMQ) —> 0 (1s t —9 ()+ W) E [71,,,,]),,,.,.,].

Proof: Using the expression

we have,

1165111111611711-1111 <1 11.»

I+fill—”fl“‘”film'flfin’l‘)ll/ll’llh"1+
\

142 z—x

Ql l “l v -\
Nib-

Q,: 1\:|1‘ v \ E -\ %
N'Z A

a T‘-

l—
v
g N|~1§ A x J‘ \_/ l 142 A

T. A ,_ ...x s. T. v

111—1(711‘_;17)—I:—’(;l;hFIr—1)H7I(L)||Ipn +(t2(:li_;l;)ffi(t_s)_- p" p)ds
2

I/\ (2

J’_l NI+1:1%(i‘#) jut — s)_%(l'n_5)S—7(7_1_'l1)” (15 511110<1<1 <9%(7—1’13)|l1,.1( )
2

I)

1,111! (11))

N)
g

esupo/Vl(sfll—FI)l|11(s)||l_,n1.p>+
(11571—(5'711—1) _["(]_ — s)“%(1J17 ”(isl

2

1 I)

\lot1( (1 that {10111 the previous lemma we have that;
_2<1—)’,——N1)

< 1 and therefore all the
1

integiuls are well defined From the hvpothesis, we have that sup (SN2 (71 _)vn ||11.(5‘,m)||1;> —>

1 l

0 11s I, —> U". Also, since 7)” > (1 we have that f, “2J(T117) —> 0 11s t —> 0.
This eoneludes the proof.

Note that, from (2/1) 111111 the previous lemma. we gel, that.

/,%(%"F)ll'llrlllm —> 0, V7) 2 P0 (26)

In order to ol>L11i11 the esti111111es for the L00 norm, we (choose 1) > if, and with 11.



similar argument as above we can show that:

finuum g i% _
N

. __N1
e—Asuainrs + ts ige — s) fines) W

5 i%(i/z)—s”7||u(g)||u. +t"fg(t—s)‘%9c(1+||ii||’,i,.d.9

K
2S t (37—117)”U(t)”],n Jr et% [5 (t — s)“%gds

LV_. _N' _fll_1 £14 ,+et2'l [gt — s) 7117.5 ”2 (0 "his sup0<5<t [s 2 (v r')]|11.(s)|lu,]’ —) 0 as t —> 0,

because of similar reasons as the argument above.
This shows the first statement of (25).
For the second one the analysis is similar. Starting with the second statement of (24)

and with a similar bootstrap argument as above we can obtain the desired estimate.

Now it is not dillieult to obtain certain estimates of the behavior of the C“ norm of
the solutions as t —9 0+.

We have the following

Preposition 2 ffq =M > 1 ssdf satiSfies |f<s>—f<s)| s c|s—s|<|u|fl-l+|s|p-1+1>
then, for any 77 < 1, we have

t]+%||il,(t)l|ci.n —> o as t —s o,
(27)

N
tl'l'fi||'a(t) — 'o(/,)||(;i.1, S CHM“ — no I m

Proof. Let us start with the following result

Lemma 11 With the hypothesis above, if 7) is large enough, we have

f : X]; : L” —> L5 ‘——> new % X3,

with (y, z %(p — l), and satisfies

||f<u) — f(v) 7g; + ”tX}? S e||a — “U ”(Ha ”WI + 1).

That is, j is a saberitieal map relative to the pair (X] Y”7)" 7)'

Proof. Sobolev embeddings again.
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Proof of the proposition. We estimate the norms W”i” for 7) large enough and 5 close
to 1. Therefore, let [i < 1 and choose 77 large enough such that (y : EU) — 1) < 1 — [at2];
lhen,

iff+%<%—%’iiu<mlx;+fi s tfl+%<%*t>||e-A%u(é) l+fiA,”

+Lfl+%(i"i7) [LL (TAU-”l_/'(1/,(s))(1s|| VLF/i
2 ’ 7'

2

MIN )“’ Hue) fl l_l — or
X}, ”l“ tfl+ 2 (a P) ff (t — S) (Wt )C(1+||U(3)l|§<5)d3

x,1,+ ctfi+%(i'il fé(t — s)‘(fl+")d3

+etfi+%(i‘i) j" (t — s)‘(fi+")s’%(i‘i7)”ds SUPo<s<r (s%(i‘i‘»)1||u(s)1_,

2
——>0

fl +
X")

L—>0

because of similar reasons as the arguments above.
The proof of the first statement of (27), follows from the above result and the fact

that for any 7] < 1, we can choose a fi < 1 and a 79 large enough, with the property that
X71” <—> WWW <—> C11".

For the second part of statement (27) the argument is similar. This concludes the
proof of the proposition.

So far we have treated the case where (1 z %(p— 1), that is, critical cases. In principle,
the treatment of the cases (1 > g—(p — 1) is simpler. It can be seen that

0 If % S q and §(p ~ 1) < q, then f is a subcritical map relative to (X;,X,‘l’)

c If 1 < q < % and p S (1 then f is a subcritical map relative to (XLXS)

c If 1 < (1 < Li? and g“) -— 1) < q < p then f is a pseudo-subcritical map relative to
(X,},X,‘;).

In order to visualize this classification we design the figures 1 2 and 3.

3.3 Heat Equations - l/Vl”1 Theory

Once we have the results from Section 2, the l/VlrQ-Theory for Heat Equations is not
much different from the L” theory. Again, what we need is a, good understanding of the
fractional power spaces of the linear operator (already done in the. L” setting) and to
study the r—regularity properties of the nonlinearities involved.

Roughly speaking, we will see that in this case, for l < (1 < N the critical growth
Nexponents are p : N 781], for q / N there is no critical exponent due to the embedding
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of lflf""’(§2) <—> 067) and for q z N the critical growth is larger than exponential and is
established by Trudinger’s Inequality (see, [Tr, Mel).

_1
Let E”, oz 6 IR be as in the previous section. Denote by XI? :: E; 2, a 6 IR and by

A,, : X7} C X]? —) X7? the operator L_ Moreover the fractional power spaces associated
to A,, satisfy,

1-
2

X; c W2”“”’((2,IR“), a > 1/2

1

X; = mam"), (28)

X]? I) WM‘I’NQJR“), a < 1/2

with continuous embeddings.

Assume that f : IR —5 IR is a Cl map. In the W1"1 theory we will need the following
two growth conditions

|.f(u) — f(v)| S clu — v|(1+ IUI”‘l + W“), u 6 IR (29)

limu ooJ—fif’" =o,v >0, ueIR 30I [H
c’llul _

n ( )

The e—regularity properties of the map f are given by the following lemma.

Proposition 3 The nonlinearity f can be classified as follows:

If (1 > N then any f E C" is a subcritical map relatively to (X;,X3).

If (1 : N then any f E C1 which satisfies (30) is a subcritical map relatively to
(X;,X,§’)-

If TvNTi < q < N and f E C‘ satisfying (29)

1. If p : [NV—153, f is an e—regular map relative (X;,Xfl’) for O s e < i. Therefore
f is a critical map.

2. Up < H, f is a subcritical map relatively to (Xq‘,X3).

If% : q and f 6 C'1 satisfying (29)

1. Up 2 x—fg : NIX—2, f is an e—regular map relative (X;,Xfl)) for O < e < iTherefore f is a double-critical map.
2. If p < —I%, f is (1, suberitieal map relatively to (X1 Y”).lq" q
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c If 1. < q < % and I E C' s11l1fisfy1l'11y (29)

1. If /1 z %, f is an f—regular map relatzve (X,;,XU) for (l < q, : Dill —
Z_p <

e < 61 = %—;—fi— E’ with 7(€ ) 2 pa. Therefore f is an ultra-critical map.
2. If will; < p < 173.152, f 119 an e—Nregular map relative (X;,Xf,’) for 0 < 60 2

NT? _1fl,, < (z < 61 2 H7? —
2—110’ wit/17k) > /)6. Therefore f is a pseudo-

.s11l1cr1t1cal
rrNLap.

3. [fl < /1_<N—1—If is a subcrttz'cal map relatively to (1Xq,1X’l’.)

In order to visualize this classification we include the figures 4, 5 and 6, which are
similar to the figures from the L” theory.

Proof: All the proofs follow from Sobolev embeddings (18) and the embeddings (28)
except for the case (1 = N for which the proof is based in the following lemma due to N.
Trudinger (see, [Tr, l\/Io]).

Lemma 12 Given 7) > 1 and a < ‘Nwrl:‘1 there exists a positive constant K such that,
1] 11 E M”N(SZ,IR“), ||1.1||W1,N g l, lhe'11

(iri|u(-)|7V,!—|”LP SI(
Where wNel is the (N — 1)—(limenstonal surface of the amt sphere.

1

Let us prove that the function f : va —> X,;’, 1s Lispschltz continuous 111 bounded
subsets of X].

Let r > (1 and 11,11 functions in l/Vl’N such that ||11||W1,1v S r, ||v||Wuv 5 1‘. Let
1; < —N——N—. Then, from (30), there exists c" > 0 such that

2 7T—
N N

11111—11111” s anewu'” + eNr'v'finu — v1” )

and
N N

||f((/)) _ ,/J(7/))||2,1\”(Q) _<6” -/'Q[6N7I|¢1(:E)lW——l + (1N11|1/1(:1:)l7V~—1]|(/)($) __ 1/)(.’17(l.‘12)|N

l

<1M<f [eN”|‘(’(llW— + reN’ll’l’mlwy-Tllzdm>§ (jg, |d1(:1: ——1/1(:1:)|2N(17:5)E

lN AL-
.

2

(71, ||(/1 — 1/1Hfi'21vm) <f'”[(:N"l'/'("’ll Mfr + (:N”|'/’("")|N" '

V111)|/\

lN N 2
N ' )2N11|(/1(m)| N—l )2N71|1/1(m)|7V——1 ,.HILN <1Q[(4 + (, ] (Ll,/i an lld) _ 7/ll
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1

The result now follows from the fact X), C WI’N with continuous embedding, XE, : LN
and from the fact that

N

[lemma-”Wm, S K

which comes from Lemma 12.

4 A comment on uniqueness

In Section 2 we have been able to establish the existence and uniqueness of e-regular
solutions for the problem it = Act: + f (m), where f is an e—regular map. This e-regular
solutions are characterized by an immediate regularization properties for t > 0. There—
fore, uniqueness is established in the class of functions C((O,T],X1+‘). It is a natural
and interesting question to ask whether uniqueness can be obtained in the larger space
C([0,T],X1). This is equivalent to establish uniqueness of mild solutions (not just 6—

regular mild solutions).
In this respect there are several results in the literature that can give some insight to

this problem in the abstract setting.
In [NS], Ni and Sacks were able to give a non—uniqueness result in C([O, T], L"(Q)) for

the heat equation (22) where q = %(p — 1) and q z p (see also [BC]). This is exactly
the case where q = p : % which in our classification of nonlinearities corresponds to
the double critical case. In view of this result, it seems very difficult to give a better
uniqueness result than the one obtained in Theorem 1 for the double critical case. In
particular for the example on the Navier-Stokes equations discussed above it also seems
unlikely to obtain uniqueness of solution in the space C([0,7’],X1) where in this case

1

X’ = D(Az).
ln [BC] (Theorem 4), Brezis and Cazenave were able to give a uniqueness result in the

space C([(), T], X1) for the problem (22) when q = -12!(p—- 1) and q > p. In our classification
of nonlinearities this corresponds to the critical case.

We tried, unsuccessfully, to prove an abstract uniqueness result in C’([O,T],X1), for
the critical case, but it seems it should be plausible to obtain this uniqueness result. The
main difference between the critical case and the double critical case is that in the first
one the map f is e-regular even for e = 0. This means that f transforms X1 into X0.
In the double critical case the e-regularity properties of f start for e > 0 and therefore
f does not transform X1 into X0. Any proof of a uniqueness result for the critical case
should exploit this fact.

Also, in view of the above argument it seems also unlikely to obtain a uniqueness
result for the ultracritical case.

Needless to mention that to prove or disprove any of the uniqueness results mentioned
above will be extremely important for the whole understanding of the subject.
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